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Abstract

The influence of novel feeding systems on the behaviour of eight female captive
common Inarmosets, Callithrix jacchus, was determined through a series of
experiments. Captive environments are often impoverished when compared to the
richness of natural habitats and so can usually be found lacking in terms of choice,
complexity, and change. Therefore, the welfare of animals kept in captive environments
may be compromised. Environmental enrichment is used to improve welfare by
emulating natural environments within captive environments so captive animals are
provided with the surroundings and stimulation considered likely to promote species
typical behavioural repertoires.

The University of New England marmosets have rotating free access, via a
runway system, to another room that is four times larger than their home cages. This
room is furnished similarly to the home cage with a proportionally larger nUlnber of
furnishings, such as perches, platforms, nest boxes, tubes, tunnels, tyres, and hanging
objects. The female marmoset subjects do voluntarily enter the room and utilize the
different areas, but they choose to spend significantly more time in the home cages.
Therefore, the added room space may not be as useable as the home cages.

Since foraging enrichment is relatively inexpensive, easily implemented, and
addresses some of the marked differences between captive and wild marmoset foraging
strategies, foraging feeders were used in the present study. The current project examines
the effects of four food distributions on the welfare of captive common marmosets: food
centrally located in a stationary bowl, food in a bowl that changes location each day,
hidden food in a clustered food source (cluster feeder), and hidden food in dispersed
food sources (dispersed feeders). These four distributions were examined in four
conditions with three intermediate conditions during which no additions were made to
the typical room contents. These 'empty room' conditions were used to check possible
order effects. The current study determined the behavioural effects of the four food
distributions on activity, food apparatus use, eating, and self-directed and affiliative
behaviours. The current study also determined whether food distribution altered the
space use of the subjects in the short- and long-term.

Eight female common marmosets in four cage mate pairs were given free access
from their respective home cages to the Exercise Rooms (ERs) in which the four
experimental conditions were presented. The ER was divided into vertical and
horizontal divisions, resulting in nine room sections. These sections were used to denote
the feeder and bowl locations and to determine the subjects' use of space. Subjects had
ad libitwn access to the food bowls and water. The feeders were presented at the
beginning of a testing session and withdrawn at the end. The cluster feeder was placed
in one room section, while the dispersed feeders were placed throughout the nine ER
sections.

The results indicate that both the cluster and dispersed feeders improved the
welfare of eight female common marmosets by increasing their space use, activity, and
the time spent acquiring and eating food as compared to the bowl only conditions. Both
feeder types increased the time spent in the ER and activity within the room as
compared to both bowl conditions. The cluster feeder increased the time spent in the ER
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more than the dispersed feeders and this effect was sustained throughout the day after
the feeders had been removed. However, the dispersed feeders increased activity within
the room lTIOre than the cluster feeder and bowl conditions. Throughout all four
experimental conditions, the study subjects moved within the High room sections the
most and the Low room sections the least. However, the use of the Low room sections
increased if there were dispersed feeders located within these sections. The cluster
feeder also increased room use, as compared to the bowl conditions, but its effect was
more localised. In particular, the cluster feeder shifted space use to the particular sectIon
in which it was located. As indicated by time spent with feeders and food bowls, the
subjects preferred to interact with feeders rather than with food bowls. Of the two feeder
types, the marmosets spent more time with the cluster feeder.

In addition, both feeder types were effective in reducing self-directed
behaviours, and the marmosets manipulated the feeders rather than huddle or allogroom.
Self-directed behaviours, such as scratching and grooming, have been linked to stress
and stereotypical behaviour. Huddling and allogrooming may be incompatible with
optimal use of objects or devices that are intended improve an animal's welfare.
Therefore, a decrease in these behaviours would indicate improved welfare. Sitting also
decreased from bowl to feeder conditions and the type of sitting shifted from passive,
unengaged sitting next to a light during the bowl conditions to active, engaged sitting
while eating during the feeder conditions.

The implementation of species-appropriate foraging devices during the feeder
conditions resulted in an overall increase in activity, space use, and foraging as
compared to the bowl conditions. Thus, these species-appropriate behaviours
encompassed more of the marmosets' time budgets. Therefore, since the feeders induced
species-typical behaviours and activities, the welfare of the marmosets improved in that
regard as well as through the secondary effect of limiting the amount of spare time that
could potentially be filled with abnormal behaviours. For all these reasons, both feeder
types, cluster and dispersed, positively affected the study subjects and were therefore,
enriching.

The present study's foraging feeders made a quantitatively large space
qualitatively viable for the study subjects. This same experimental concept could be
implemented in zoos and research facilities to improve the useability of a larger space
and thus encourage animals to take advantage of the space available to them. Similarly,
conservation reintroduction programmes could utilize the feeders to increase time spent
acquiring and eating food, a necessary step to survival after reintroduction.
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